
Colt 1860 
New Model Army

The Revolver that almost wasn’t



The basics of the Model 1860 
Army Revolver

▪ 6 shot, cal. .44, weighing 2 lbs. 11 oz.

▪ 7 1/2 or 8 inch barrel

▪ 13 1/2 inches long

▪ 218 grain conical projectile or 140 grain round 

ball.

▪ 25 to 35 grains powder

▪ 700 to 1000 fps muzzle velocity

▪ Very similar performance to that of the Colt 

Dragoon.



The basics of the Model 1860 
Army Revolver (continued)

▪ rebated cylinder

▪ cut for shoulder stock in early production runs.

▪ price $16.00 in later production.

▪ 7 groove right hand gain twist.

▪ full or half fluted cylinder, or round cylinder.

▪ 2/3 of parts are interchangeable with navy model.

▪ estimated 180,000 and 200,000 produced from 

1860 to 1873. Approximately 130,000 military 

contract.



5 Variations of the Model 1860 
Army Revolver

▪ First model.
▪ navy grip, 3 screw, no cap groove. (first 100)

▪ Second model.
▪ army grip, 4 screw, cap groove, cut for stock.

▪ Third model.
▪ army grip, 4 screw, no cap groove, cut for stock.

▪ Forth model.
▪ army grip, 3 screw, cap groove, cut for stock.

▪ Fifth model.
▪ army grip, 3 screw, cap groove, not cut for stock.



The improvements of the Model 
1860 Army Revolver over the 

Dragoon
▪ Lighter weight (minus 1 lbs. 6 oz.).

▪ Smaller frame based on 1851 navy model.

▪ Creeping loading lever (rack and pinion).

▪ “Silver steel” gives greater strength to the 

material. 
▪ Likely a marketing device. Attributed to superior furnace 

control  in the foundry yielding higher carbon steel that 

gave about 30% increase in strength. 



The Model 1860 Army Revolver



The Model 1860 Army Revolver 
(continued)



Development of the Model 1860

▪ 1856 Colt knows that a new design is needed.
▪ Dragoon too unwieldy, heavy and obsolete

▪ Navy model is more appealing to Ordinance Department but 

the caliber is not what the Army wants.

▪ Early experiments with the Dragoon with fluted 

cylinder and milled frames are not satisfactory.

▪ Adapting the .44 cal. cylinder to the Navy frame 

proves to be promising.

▪ Creeping loading lever added for operability and 

weight.



Old Model Army Experiment
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Creeping Loading Lever



How to Make Enemies and Influence 
Friends

▪ Colt personal and political troubles start in mid 1850’s.
▪ Crosses swords with Chief of OD in 1856.  Issues tied to: pricing, 

putting undue pressure on procurement process, bribes 

on patent extensions, and Military Store Keeper (Newman)

scandal suggesting inducements to buy Colt firearms.

▪ Accusations of 'situational ethics’.

▪ Congressional push back over pricing.

▪ Problems in Hartford over plant expansion due to 

civic duty accusations.



How to Make Enemies and Influence 
Friends

▪ Colt needs contract with Ordinance Department.
▪ financial issues and numerous schemes for trading arms 

for surplus muskets, deals directly with state governments, 

offers to build facilities in Virginia.

▪ no new contracts coming in 1859, only getting piecemeal 

orders.

▪ orders his agents to make deals at cut rate prices.

▪ New congressional opponent Jefferson Davis
▪ concern over excessive profits



Near Disaster for the Model 1860
▪ Congress passes law prohibiting purchase of 

'patented' arms.
▪ June 1860 militia appropriation bill amendment “"...arms to be 

supplied to the states, except revolvers, sabers and swords, shall be 

made at U.S. armories or arsenals.“

▪ Chief Ordinance Officer letter Sept. 1860, prohibited procurement of 

patented arms or supplies.

▪ Colt has plan to build firearms without using patents.
▪ most of the patents have expired and new improvements are not 

included in the new revolvers.

▪ Congress repeals the law in Feb 1861, contracts 

begin in April 1861.



Close to Production
▪ Model M is assembled in late 1859.



Proof of the Design

▪ May 1860 two prototypes are ready for testing.
▪ very favorable report from Army testing

"...superiority of Colt's revolvers...is now finally confirmed

by the...new model with the 8" barrel. (special order no. 94 

report)

▪ improvements needed
▪ longer grip

▪ cut for stock

▪ iron backstrap

▪ 4th recoil stud

▪ 8" barrel

▪ June 1860 first examples of the production 

model are being produced.
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Model 1860 and the South (CSA)

▪ Production began late 1860 (about Oct., Nov.).
▪ first shipment end of Nov. 1860 to Savannah, Ga (Lamar 100).

▪ At least 2159 were shipped to southern states

before april 16, 1861. (Ga., Md., Sc., Ms., La.,

Tx., and Va.)

▪ Total production for 1860 is approximately 1500.

▪ Fluted cylinders accounted for 3800 civilian and 

1275 military. total fluted cylinder models estimated

about 5000.

▪ 7½ inch barrels are about 3000 revolvers.



Comments on this New Model Army 
Sn: 287

▪ Considering the three p’s: possibility, probability, 

and provenance; did sn: 287 go south? 

▪ Likely; Colt ordered production of 3000 revolvers 

(no contract until 4/61). And, that 2159 were 

supplied to the South prior to any Army contracts,

it is possible and probable that this one indeed 

served the South during the civil war.

▪ However, there is no documented provenance.



References used in this presentation
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